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allopathic medicine’s stonewall shaken - orthomolecular - wrote living proof: a medical mutiny. the
medical press’ response one would expect an enlightened, truth-seeking medical profession to re-spond to this
case story with avid atten-tion. here, after all, was a multiple myeloma patient who had survived longer than
would in case, your doctor lies to you– read: from the oxford ... - the author is "living proof" that they
can work, even though we are only just beginning to uncover the science behind them. this book is wonderfully
written and a great read. if you are in a state of shock after diagnosis with cancer which the books describe as
"incurable" and you have no medical training, how can you possibly believe that your book reviews orthomolecular - living proof- a medical mutiny by michael gearin-tosh simon and schuster london, 2001
book reviews 58 formly rejected by his experts. in part two. “why living proof?” he ex-plains why “evidencebased medicine” is a recent term coming into more general use. it means that treatment must have some
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